Introduction

• Capital Injection Policies
Governments have spent much taxpayers' money on capital injections into the troubled banking sector which has suffered financial crises.
In Japan -Two financial crises -¥12 trillion, or 2% of Japan's nominal GDP in 2008 In the U.S -The current global financial crisis -$700BN In the EU (i.e., the 27 European member countries) -The current global financial crisis -€310BN
Introduction
Avoiding a 'capital crunch' is one of the common goals of every capital injection policies.
What is the "Capital Crunch"?
• The bank shrinkage resulting from binding capital requirements. (Peek and Rosengren [1995] ) Under the Basel Capital Accord (Basel Ⅰ) if bank capital decreases banks shrink their risk assets (bank loans)
• Multiple studies have demonstrated the existence of this phenomenon: -At the beginning of the 1990s in the United States (Peek and Rosengren [1995] …etc.) -At the end of the 1990s in Japan (Ito and Sasaki [1998, 2002] Examining the bank lending behaviour from FY1990 to 1999 Effects of the Capital Injection Policies from FY1997 to 1998 ☆Capital injections increased domestic lending, in particular to small and medium enterprises (SME).
• Watanabe (2007) Capital injections induced Japanese banks to accelerate supply of loans.
However…these positive conclusions are doubtful… 4 Total Amount of Loans of the Banking Sector (at the end of March)
The Tankan "Lending Attitude of Financial Institutions" Diffusion Indices (DIs) This Paper
• This paper re-examine whether there was a positive impact of capital injections on the banks' lending behavior as previous studies showed.
-Using the data from the period including the early 2000s, which was excluded from the analysis of previous studies 
Main Contributions
Capital Crunch and Capital Injection Policies
Why are the capital injections believed to prevent the capital crunch?
• During a recession or depression -It is difficult or costly for banks to raise fresh external capital.
-Banks' capital base is likely being eroded by loan losses and so on.
• Under the Basel I, or the RBC (risk-based-capital) requirement,
-Banks have a strong incentive to cut back on lending and raise their RBC ratio. • The banks that received a capital injection under the Early Strengthening Law had to submit a 'Financial Revitalization Plan', in which they had to set various numerical targets such as a target amount of loans, target capital ratios.
Capital Injections
☆ Pursuing both these two targets seems to be mutually inconsistent. Empirical Analysis -Data-
Increasing loans ⇔ Lowering the capital ratio
The accounting information
• The financial panel data for all of the Japanese commercial banks(city banks, longterm credit banks, regional banks, 2 nd regional banks and trust banks) • Fiscal-year-end data on an unconsolidated basis from FY1993 to FY2006
• Mergers are accounted for by treating the merged entity as a new bank after the event.
• From the Nikkei Financial Quest database.
Interest Rates (for every March)
• The interest rates on loans: 'interest rates on new loans and discounts' • The interest rates on deposits: 'average interest rates on time deposits' 
